Recent studies have reported on the molecular mechanisms underlying dendritic spine (spine) dynamics. Because most of these studies investigated spine dynamics by overexpressing constitutively active or dominant-negative PSD (postsynaptic density) proteins in cultured mature neurons, the results represent the enlargement of mature spines or their return to an immature state. Here, we developed the technique of in utero electroporation to investigate spine dynamics. Using this technique, we demonstrated the suppression of spine maturation by the C-terminal variants of PSD-Zip70 in vitro and in vivo. Transient overexpression of the C terminus of PSD-Zip70 and knock-down of PSD-Zip70 also displayed the destabilization of mature spines. We further found the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR (spine-associated RapGAP) interaction via the short C-terminal region of PSD-Zip70 and the GK-binding domain of SPAR. In association with immature spines induced by overexpression of the PSD-Zip70 C terminus or knock-down of PSD-Zip70, SPAR lost its spine localization. Overexpression of the GK-binding domain of SPAR also induced to form immature spines without affecting the localization of PSD-Zip70 in the small heads of filopodial spines. Our results suggest that PSD-Zip70 in collaboration with SPAR is critically involved in spine maturity, especially in the mature spine formation and the maintenance of spine maturity.
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Introduction
Recent imaging studies have revealed an instructive role of dendritic spines (spines) in synaptic plasticity. During synaptogenesis, dendrites have a high density of filopodia, which exhibit protrusive activity on a timescale of minutes (Jontes and Smith, 2000; Segal, 2001; Bonhoeffer and Yuste, 2002; Goda and Davis, 2003). Some filopodia contact nearby axons to form synapses and mature into mushroom-shaped short spines as a postsynaptic structure. After the completion of synaptic formation, the spines are still dynamic in response to excitatory synaptic input. One of the main molecular bases for such dynamics is the actin cytoskeleton (Matus, 2000). Fischer et al. (1998) studied spine dynamics using cultured neurons expressing GFP (green fluorescent protein)-tagged actin and found that the actin polymerization/depolymerization equilibrium reflects the spine dynamics. Accumulating evidence suggests the involvement of actin regulators, such as small GTPases (Tashiro et al., 2000), cortactin (Hering and Shen, 2003), catenins (Murase et al., 2002; Abe et al., 2004), and drebrin (Hayashi and Shirao, 1999), in spine dynamics. The electron-dense structure of excitatory synapses known as the PSD (postsynaptic density), which underlies the postsynaptic membrane of the spine head, is the center for controlling spine dynamics. Organization of the PSD involves glutamate receptors, cytoskeletal elements as described above, signaling molecules, and PSD scaffold proteins (Sheng and Kim, 2002; Ehlers, 2003; McGee and Brecht, 2003). Indeed, the overexpression of PSD-95 (El-Husseini et al., 2000), Shank and Homer family members (Carlo et al., 2001), Kalirin (Penzes et al., 2001, 2003), SPAR (spine-associated RapGAP) (Pak et al., 2001), and Eph receptors (Irie and Yamaguchi, 2002; Murai et al., 2003) and their mutants cause changes in the shape, size, and number of spines. Despite these numerous findings, the molecular mechanisms underlying spine dynamics are not fully understood.

To study the molecular organization and function of the PSD, we cloned numerous hybridoma cell lines that produced monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) against PSD preparations. Using one of these mAbs, we isolated an EVH-1 (Ena/VASP homology domain 1) domain and a unique leucine-zipper motif-containing PSD scaffold protein, PSD-Zip45 (Homer 1c) (Sun et al., 1998; Tadokoro et al., 1999), and demonstrated the dynamic turnover and compartmentalization of this protein within spines (Okabe et al., 2001; Usui et al., 2003). We also isolated a novel PSD protein, PSD-Zip70, which has a consensus sequence for N-terminal myristoylation and polybasic cluster in its N terminus, and three leucine-zipper motifs, a coiled-coil domain, and a PDZ-binding sequence in its C terminus (Tachibana et al., 1999; Konno et al., 2002). A human homolog of PSD-Zip70 was independently reported as an anti-oncogene product, FEZ1 (fasciculation and elongation protein zeta-1) (Ishii et al., 2001). Here, we report the critical involvement of this protein in spine maturation. We also demonstrate the collaboration of PSD-Zip70 with its binding partner, SPAR, in spine maturation. This report also introduces the technique of in utero electroporation to investigate spine maturity in vitro and in vivo.
Materials and Methods

Primary antibodies. The anti-bassoon mAb, which was isolated from a hybridoma cell line (336H), was cloned by the same procedure as described previously (Sun et al., 1998). The anti-SPAR polyclonal antibody (pAb) was produced by immunizing the MBP (myelin basic protein)-fused GK-binding domain of SPAR (SPAR-GKBD) in guinea pigs. The antiserum was exhaustively preabsorbed with MBP protein, followed by purification using a MBP-SPAR-GKBD-coupled Sepharose 4B gel matrix. Other primary antibodies used for immunochemistry were as follows: rabbit anti-PSD-Zip70 (Konno et al., 2002) and anti-GFP (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) pAbs; mouse anti-PSD-95 mAb (Affinity BioReagents, Golden, CO); anti-FLAG mAb (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), anti-Myc mAb (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA); and anti-GFP mAb (Molecular Probes).

Plasmid construction. To construct the expression vectors encoding PSD-Zip70 variants using pCAGGS, a mammalian expression vector driven by chicken β-actin promoter, the cDNAs were amplified by PCR and subcloned into pCAGGS using wild-type pcDNA3.1(+)–PSD-Zip70-Myc, as described previously (Konno et al., 2002), as a template. To isolate the full-length cDNA of SPAR, the adult rat brain cDNA library (Konno et al., 2002) was screened with the cDNA probe corresponding to SPAR-GKBD, and two positive clones containing the open reading frame (ORF) of full-length SPAR were isolated. The wild-type SPAR, SPAR-GKBD (lacking GKBD; residues 1–1583), and GKBD (residues 1584–1783) were subcloned into FLAG-tagged pcDNA3.1(+) and pCAGGS expression vectors. The GFP expression vector was also constructed using pCAGGS. To generate the short-hairpin RNA constructs, the following DNA oligonucleotides were annealed and subcloned into pCAGGS using miRNA-MmiR-3p: 5′-AGCAAAAAGGCTCAACCGGT-3′ (corresponding to nucleotides 684–704 of the rat PSD-Zip70 ORF, as pmU6-Zip70 –3′). The constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Cell culture. Mouse cerebral regions cotransfected with expression vectors by in utero electroporation were cultured at E16.5. Cultured neurons for microinjection were prepared from rat hippocampi at E18 (Konno et al., 2002; Usui et al., 2003). The mouse cerebral regions and the rat hippocampi were dispersed with 0.25% trypsin in HBSS. The dispersed neurons were plated on coverslips coated with 0.5 mg/ml poly-l-lysine (Sigma) at a density of 7500–10,000 cells/cm² and maintained in glial-conditioned MEM containing 2% B27 supplement (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA). One-half of the medium was changed to neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) containing 2% B27 supplement and 0.5 mM l-glutamine once per week (Konno et al., 2002; Usui et al., 2003).

Microinjection. Using a micromanipulator (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan), indicated expression vectors (10–50 ng/μl) were microinjected through a glass capillary into the nuclei of rat hippocampal neurons at 21–28 days in vitro (DIV) (Konno et al., 2002; Usui et al., 2003). After 24 or 72 h, the neurons were fixed for immunocytochemistry as described below.

Immunocytochemistry. For all immunostaining except F-actin, the neurons were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS containing 4% sucrose for 1 h at 4°C. After fixation, the neurons were treated at 4°C for 20 min with methanol precooled at −20°C. For F-actin labeling, the neurons were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS containing 4% sucrose for 15 min at room temperature. Immunostaining was performed as described previously (Konno et al., 2002). In brief, the neurons were permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 for 10 min, incubated in the blocking solution (5% normal goat serum, 1% bovine serum albumin, and 0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 1 h at 37°C, and immunolabeled with primary antibodies in the same blocking solution overnight. Then the neurons were labeled with Alexa Fluor 488- and 546-conjugated secondary antibodies (2 μg/ml; Molecular Probes) in the blocking solution for 1 h at room temperature. For F-actin staining, the neurons were incubated with Alexa Fluor 568-conjugated phalloidin (2 μg/ml; Molecular Probes) in 3% BSA for 30 min at room temperature.

Immunohistochemistry. After the in utero electroporation of indicated expression vectors at E13.5, mice at postnatal day 21 (P21) were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with ice-cold 0.9% saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. After the brains were dissected, they were further fixed in the same buffer for 4 h at 4°C, immersed in 25% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4°C, and then embedded in OCT compound (Miles, Elkhart, IN). Coronal sections (5–20 μm thick) were prepared using a cryostat. Before immunostaining, the sections were rehydrated in PBS at room temperature. The sections were permeabilized with the blocking solution containing 10% normal goat serum, 0.2% BSA, and 0.1% Triton X-100 in 0.1 M PBS for 1 h at 37°C, and...
Figure 2. Effects of PSD-Zip70 variants on spine morphology in vitro. A. The PSD-Zip70 variants used in this study. B–H. GFP fluorescence images of the dendrites from cortical neurons in culture. GFP alone or GFP and Myc-tagged PSD-Zip70 variants were introduced into neuronal progenitor cells by in utero electroporation. In the following figures, high-magnification views of the dendritic segments enclosed in white boxes are shown at bottom of each panel. I–K. Quantitative analyses of the protrusion density (I), length (J), and morphology (K) of neurons expressing GFP alone or GFP and PSD-Zip70 variants. One thousand dendritic protrusions of 10 neurons expressing GFP alone, PSD-Zip70WT, PSD-Zip70N, and PSD-Zip70C were quantified, and 800 dendritic protrusions of 8 neurons expressing PSD-Zip70C-I, PSD-Zip70C-r, and PSD-Zip70C-r-PDZBS were quantified ($n=10$ experiments). Mean ± SD; *$p<0.05$, **$p<0.001$, and ***$p<0.0001$ compared with GFP alone (Student’s t test). Scale bars: I, bottom, 2 μm; H, top, 20 μm.
immunolabeled with primary antibodies in the same blocking solution overnight. The anti-GFP pAb and anti-Myc mAb were used as primary antibodies. After washing with 0.1 M PBS for 30 min, the sections were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 and 546 secondary antibodies for 2 h at room temperature.

Figure 3. Characterization of PSD-Zip70C-induced elongated spines. Neurons transfected with GFP alone (left) or GFP and PSD-Zip70C (right) at 21 DIV were immunostained for GFP and PSD-95 (A), F-actin (B), or bassoon (C). The small head of thin spines (arrowhead), midbody of long filopodia (arrow), and shaft spine (asterisk) are indicated. D, Quantitative analysis of the number of PSD-95 clusters in protrusions per 10 μm dendrite from neurons transfected with GFP alone or GFP and PSD-Zip70C (each sample was quantified along a 100 μm dendrite of one neuron, and the number of PSD-95 clusters in protrusions was expressed as PSD cluster per 10 μm dendrite; n = 5 neurons) (mean ± SD). Scale bar, 2 μm.

Figure 4. Inhibition of mature spine formation by PSD-Zip70C in vivo. A, B, GFP fluorescence images of neurons expressing GFP alone (A) or GFP and PSD-Zip70C (B). C, Quantitative analysis of the length of dendritic protrusions from neurons expressing GFP alone or GFP and PSD-Zip70C (each sample was quantified with 500 spines; n = 4 experiments). Mean ± SD; *p < 0.05 compared with GFP alone (Student’s t test). Scale bars: A, bottom, 2 μm; A, middle, 20 μm; A, top, 200 μm. d, Dorsal; v, ventral.

Microscopy and quantification analyses. Immunofluorescence images were acquired with a cooled CCD camera (Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) mounted on an Olympus Optical (Tokyo, Japan) IX70 microscope. To obtain projections of confocal images, the images were acquired with an
with protein A-Sepharose, reacted with anti-PSD-Zip70 or anti-SPAR antibodies or normal rabbit IgG, and further reacted with protein A-Sepharose. The proteins immunoprecipitated were analyzed by immunoblotting using anti-PSD-Zip70 and anti-SPAR antibodies. The COS-7 cell extracts coexpressing PSD-Zip70-Myc and FLAG-tagged full-length SPAR (FLAG-SPAR-WT) or FLAG-SPAR-AGKB in RIPA buffer were immunoprecipitated with anti-Myc or anti-FLAG antibodies using the procedure described above.

Ligand overlay binding assay. Glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fused full-length PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70WT), the N terminus of PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70N), the C terminus of PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70C), the left-side region of the C terminus of PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70C-l), and the right-side region of the C terminus of PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70C-r) and MBP-fused SPAR-GKBD, the N-terminal half of SPAR-GKBD (SPAR-GKBD-N), and the C-terminal half of SPAR-GKBD (SPAR-GKBD-C) were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 and isolated using glutathione-conjugated Sepharose 4B (Amersham Biosciences, Arlington Heights, IL) and amylose resin (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA). Equal amounts of the brain subcellular fractions and MBP-fused proteins were loaded on gels, separated by SDS-PAGE, and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk in TBS and Tween 20 (TBST) and then incubated with or without purified GST-fusion proteins (0.5 μg/ml) in the same buffer for 2 h at room temperature. After washing with TBST, the proteins were visualized by immunoblotting using anti-GST or anti-MBP pAbs as primary antibodies.

Isolation and identification of a PSD-Zip70 binding partner. The PSD fraction prepared from adult rat brains was extracted with 2% N-lauroyl sarcosinate solution. The extract was diluted with 10 vol of binding buffer (in mM: 20 Tris-HCl, 1 EDTA, 100 NaCl, and 2 β-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.4), dialyzed with the same buffer, and then applied to a GST-fused PSD-Zip70C affinity column. After washing with the binding buffer, proteins eluted with SDS sample buffer were separated by SDS-PAGE. The gel containing a 200 kDa protein was cut out and digested with lysyl endopeptidase. The digested peptides were separated by liquid column chromatography. The amino acid sequences of two peptides were determined with a peptide Sequencer.

Results

In utero electroproportion of expression vectors

To investigate the importance of PSD-Zip70 in spine dynamics in vitro and in vivo, we developed the technique of in utero electroporation, in which expression vectors encoding GFP and PSD-Zip70 variants were cotransfected into neuronal progenitor cells lining the ventricular zone of mouse brains at E13.5 (Fig. 1). Using this technique, we could control the expression level, rate, and cerebral location of the exogenous proteins in vivo. By exposing the surface of the cerebral cortex to excitation luminescence, we could easily detect GFP-positive neuron-enriched cerebral regions at P21. In thin section of this region, GFP- and Myc-tagged PSD-Zip70 variant-positive neurons were precisely local-
ized to layers II/III of the cerebral cortex. In this experiment, we used PSD-Zip70C. In the in vitro experiments, in utero electroporation was performed at E15.5. Neurons in the cerebral regions that were cotransfected were cultured the next day (E16.5). By 21 DIV, GFP and PSD-Zip70C were still highly coexpressed in the cerebral neurons (96.2 ± 2.2% of the GFP-positive cells coexpressed Myc-tagged PSD-Zip70C; mean ± SD; 300 neurons; n = 3 experiments). In the following experiments, we used GFP to identify neurons expressing PSD-Zip70 variants and to monitor the outline of spines and dendrites. As shown in Figures 1–4 (see also Fig. 9), the PSD-Zip70 variants did not affect the dendritic outgrowth or branching of cerebral neurons in vitro or the neuronal migration from the ventricular zone to layers II/III of the cerebral cortex in vivo.

Inhibition of mature spine formation induced by PSD-Zip70 variants in vitro and in vivo

Using this technique, we first analyzed the effects of PSD-Zip70 variants on spine morphology in vitro. By 21 DIV, most of the spines from neurons overexpressing full-length PSD-Zip70 (PSD-Zip70WT) and its N terminus (PSD-Zip70N) showed a mushroom-shaped short form (Fig. 2C,D). There were no significant differences in spine morphology (shape, size, or length) among neurons expressing GFP with or without PSD-Zip70WT or PSD-Zip70N (Fig. 2B–D). Furthermore, neither exogenous PSD-Zip70WT nor PSD-Zip70N affected the localization of the postsynaptic markers PSD-95 and F-actin in spines (data not shown). These results indicated that neither PSD-Zip70WT nor PSD-Zip70N had any effect on spine morphology. In contrast, the PSD-Zip70C-positive neurons showed a marked increase in thin spines and long filopodia concomitant with a decrease in mushroom-shaped short spines (Fig. 2E). Within the C terminus, the right-side region (PSD-Zip70C-r) and the same region with the PDZ-binding sequence deleted (PSD-Zip70C-rΔPDZBS), but not its left-side region (PSD-Zip70C-l), also markedly induced thin spine and long filopodia formation with a decrease in mushroom-shaped short spines (Fig. 2F–H). In all of these experiments, the PSD-Zip70 variants had no significant effect on the total number of spines (Fig. 2I). The length of spines from the base of the neck to the spine head was measured, and the spine shape was classified for each experiment (Fig. 2J,K). These results indicate that PSD-Zip70C, especially its short C-terminal region (residues 495–596) containing the coiled-coil domain, displays a dominant-negative function of the parent molecule, resulting in the inhibition of mature spine formation. In the following experiments, we used PSD-Zip70C as a representative dominant-negative mutant.

To characterize the PSD-Zip70C-induced thin spines and
long filopodia, we analyzed the localization of postsynaptic and presynaptic proteins (Fig. 3). Immunoclusters for PSD-95, F-actin, and bassoon were localized to the small head of the thin spines and the midbody of the long filopodia. Some clusters of postsynaptic or presynaptic proteins along the dendrites were also observed. However, there were no significant differences in the number of PSD-95 clusters in dendritic protrusions from the neurons transfected with GFP alone or PSD-Zip70C (Fig. 3D). Together, these results indicate that PSD-Zip70C and its deletion mutants only affect spine morphology, but not spine number, in vitro.

We further analyzed the effect of PSD-Zip70C on spine morphology in vivo. After in utero electroporation at E13.5, migrating neurons coexpressing GFP and PSD-Zip70C were detected within the intermediate zone at E15.5. These neurons reached the cortical plate and were finally localized to layers II/III of the cerebral cortex before P2 (data not shown). It is well known that synaptogenesis in the mouse cerebral cortex dramatically increases at P11–P30 (Lendval et al., 2000; Grutzendler et al., 2002). We therefore analyzed the spine morphology of GFP-positive neurons in layers II/III of the cerebral cortex at P21 (Fig. 4). Neurons expressing GFP alone had mainly mushroom-shaped...
short spines. Consistent with the *in vitro* experiments (Figs. 2, 3), GFP- and PSD-Zip70C-positive neurons showed a marked increase in thin spines and long filopodia and a decrease in mushroom-shaped short spines. These results indicate that PSD-Zip70C also inhibit mature spine formation *in vivo*.

**Destabilization of mature spines induced by PSD-Zip70 mutant**

Using a microinjection technique, we then introduced expression vectors encoding GFP with or without PSD-Zip70C into mature neurons in culture (21 DIV) and analyzed the spine morphology (Fig. 5). Consistent with the *in utero* electroporation experiments, PSD-Zip70C markedly induced thin spines and long filopodia in association with a decrease in mushroom-shaped short spines within 24 h after the microinjection. In this experiment, PSD-Zip70C had no effect on the total number of spines (Fig. 5D) and dendritic outgrowth and branching. These results indicate the destabilization of preformed mature spines by PSD-Zip70C.

**Effect of PSD-Zip70 knock-down on spine morphology**

Because the above experiments showed the dominant-negative effects of PSD-Zip70C and its deletion mutants on spine morphology, we next used the strategy of interfering with the expression of PSD-Zip70C in mature neurons in culture. Three vectors encoding short-hairpin RNAs (pmU6-Zip70–1, pmU6-Zip70–2, and pmU6-Zip70–3) were designed from the cDNA-coding region of rat PSD-Zip70. Of these, pmU6-Zip70–2 most successfully reduced the level of exogenous PSD-Zip70C protein in COS-7 cells, as determined by immunoblotting and immunocytochemistry (Fig. 6A). pmU6-Zip70–2 or the empty vector (pmU6) was introduced along with the GFP expression vector into mature neurons by microinjection, pmU6-Zip70–2, but not pmU6, strongly suppressed the expression of the endogenous PSD-Zip70C protein and markedly increased the thin spines and long filopodia associated with a decrease in the mushroom-shaped ones (Fig. 6B–G). There were, however, no significant differences in the number of PSD-95 clusters in dendritic protrusions from neurons transfected with pmU6 or pmU6-PSD-Zip70C–2 [the number of PSD-95 clusters in protrusions per 10 μm dendrite; pmU6, 6.23 ± 0.58 and pmU6-PSD-Zip70C–2, 7.10 ± 1.57 (mean ± SD); *p* > 0.05 (Student’s *t*-test); *n* = 9 neurons]. These results indicate that the knock-down of PSD-Zip70C causes the destabilization of mature spines.

**PSD scaffold protein, SPAR, as a binding partner of PSD-Zip70**

To search for the binding partners of PSD-Zip70 in the formation of mature spines, we performed ligand overlay binding assays using GST-fused PSD-Zip70 variants (Fig. 7A). GST-fused PSD-Zip70WT and PSD-Zip70C, but not PSD-Zip70N and PSD-Zip70C-rΔPDZBS, bound specifically to a protein with a molecular mass of 200 kDa that was highly concentrated in the PSD fraction. In this assay, the 200 kDa PSD protein was the only PSD-Zip70 binding partner found in the PSD fraction. We partially purified this protein from PSD extracts using a GST-fused PSD-Zip70C affinity column (Fig. 7B) and sequenced two of its proteolytic fragments. Two partial sequences of these fragments corresponded to residues 1338–1347 and 1667–1676 of the PSD scaffold protein SPAR (Fig. 7C).

To verify the interaction between PSD-Zip70 and SPAR and to identify their interacting domains, we performed coimmunoprecipitation and ligand overlay binding assays. Anti-PSD-Zip70 and anti-SPAR antibodies coimmunoprecipitated SPAR and PSD-Zip70, respectively, from brain extracts (Fig. 7D), suggesting a physical interaction. The PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction was confirmed by a coimmunoprecipitation assay using COS-7 cell extracts cotransfected with Myc-tagged Zip70WT and FLAG-tagged full-length SPAR (SPARWT); no such interaction was found for GK-binding domain-deleted SPAR (SPARΔGKBP) (Fig. 7E). Ligand overlay binding assays revealed that GST-fused PSD-Zip70C and PSD-Zip70C-r, but not PSD-Zip70C-I, bound to the MBP-fused GK-binding domain of SPAR (MBP-GKBD) and its N-terminal half (MBP-GKBD-N), but not its C-terminal half (MBP-GKBD-C) (Fig. 7F). These results indicate that the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction is mediated through the short C-terminal region of PSD-Zip70 containing the coiled-coil domain and the N-terminal half of the SPAR GK-binding domain (Fig. 7G).

**PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction in spine morphology**

We further investigated the significance of PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction in the spine morphology. We compared the localization of PSD-Zip70 and SPAR in mouse cortical and rat hippocampal neurons in culture (Fig. 8). In both neurons, the SPAR immunoclusters in the spines were colocalized with PSD-Zip70 clusters.

We then investigated the significance of PSD-Zip70-SPAR interaction in spine morphology. First, we examined the effect of PSD-Zip70C on the localization of SPAR by *in utero* electroporation (Fig. 9A, B). Consistent with the PSD-Zip70C-induced thin spines and long filopodia associated with a decrease in mushroom-shaped short spines (Figs. 2–4), SPAR lost its localization to the spine and instead was distributed diffusely within...
expressing GFP alone or GFP and SPAR-GKBD (each sample was quantified with 500 protrusions from 5 neurons).

Transfection with GFP alone, GFP and PSD-Zip70C, GFP and pmU6, or GFP and pmU6-PSD-Zip70 –2 (each sample was quantified in hippocampal neurons (21 DIV) by microinjection. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or PSD-Zip70.

The GFP expression vector and pmU6 (Fig. 9C) or pmU6-PSD-Zip70 –2 (Fig. 9D) were cotransfected into hippocampal neurons (21 DIV) or micropipette injection. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or SPAR. GFP alone (Fig. 9A) or GFP and SPAR-GKBD (Fig. 9F) were transfected in hippocampal neurons (21 DIV) by microinjection. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or PSAR or PSD-Zip70. The localization of SPAR in dendritic protrusions expressed as ratios of the fluorescence intensity of protrusion to that of shaft from neurons transfected with GFP alone, GFP and PSD-Zip70C, GFP and pmU6, or GFP and pmU6-PSD-Zip70 –2 (each sample was quantified with 500 protrusions from 5 neurons). H, I, Quantitative analyses of the density (H) or length (I) of protrusions from neurons expressing GFP alone or GFP and SPAR-GKBD (each sample was quantified with 800 protrusions from 8 neurons; n = 10 experiments). Mean ± SD; *p < 0.05 compared with GFP alone (Student’s t test). Scale bar (in A), 2 μm.

Figure 9. Significance of PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction in spine morphology. The GFP expression vector alone (A) or GFP and PSD-Zip70C (B) were overexpressed in cortical neurons (21 DIV) by in utero electroporation. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or SPAR. The GFP expression vector and pmU6 (C) or pmU6-PSD-Zip70 –2 (D) were cotransfected into hippocampal neurons (21 DIV) by microinjection. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or SPAR. GFP alone (E) or GFP and SPAR-GKBD (F) were overexpressed in hippocampal neurons (21 DIV) by microinjection. Neurons were immunostained for GFP or PSD-Zip70. G, The localization of SPAR in dendritic protrusions expressed as ratios of the fluorescence intensity of protrusion to that of shaft from neurons transfected with GFP alone, GFP and PSD-Zip70C, GFP and pmU6, or GFP and pmU6-PSD-Zip70 –2 (each sample was quantified with 500 protrusions from 5 neurons). H, I, Quantitative analyses of the density (H) or length (I) of protrusions from neurons expressing GFP alone or GFP and SPAR-GKBD (each sample was quantified with 800 protrusions from 8 neurons; n = 10 experiments). Mean ± SD; *p < 0.05 compared with GFP alone (Student’s t test). Scale bar (in A), 2 μm.

Discussion

It has been reported that the overexpression of PSD proteins, such as PSD-95 (El-Husseini et al., 2000), Kalirin (Penzes et al., 2001), Homer and Shank (Carlo et al., 2001), α- and β-catenins (Murase et al., 2002; Abe et al., 2004), and SPAR (Pak et al., 2001) enlarges the heads of mature spines, whereas their dominant-negative mutants transform mushroom-shaped spines to filopodia. Because most of these studies used mature neurons in culture, the results, however, represent the enlargement of mature spine heads by the overexpression of PSD proteins and the destabilization of mature spines by their dominant-negative mutants. PSD-Zip70 is predominantly expressed in the neurons of some cerebral regions. In spines, it is localized to the PSD and dendritic rafts. The N-terminal myristoylation and polybasic cluster of PSD-Zip70 are sufficient for its membrane localization, and its C terminus is required for spine targeting (Konno et al., 2002). In this study, we developed the technique of in utero electroporation and used it to investigate spine dynamics in vitro and in vivo. With this technique, exogenous proteins, such as GFP and PSD-Zip70 variants, were already expressed in premature migrating neurons, and their expression continued in neuronal cell culture and in layers II/III of the cerebral cortex in vivo. By changing the direction of electrode during in utero electroporation, the transfected proteins were expressed in neurons of intended cerebral regions. This technique can, therefore, enable us to observe the effects of PSD-Zip70 variants during synaptogenic processes. Using this technique, we demonstrated the inhibition of mature spine formation induced by the C-terminal variants of PSD-Zip70 in vitro and in vivo. Especially the short C-terminal region of PSD-Zip70C containing the coiled-coil domain was critically involved in the immature phenotype. We also showed the same phenotype by transient overexpression of PSD-Zip70C and knock-down of PSD-Zip70 in mature neurons. Together, these results suggest that PSD-Zip70 is critically involved in spine maturation.
proteins involved in spine dynamics (Meyer and Brose, 2003). As demonstrated here, PSD-Zip70 binds SPAR via a short C-terminal region of PSD-Zip70 and the C-terminal half of SPAR-GKBD. Furthermore, PSD-Zip70C and its short C-terminal region, which act as dominant-negative mutants of the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction, inhibited the formation of mature spines in vitro and in vivo. The immature spine phenotype was also seen with the knock-down of PSD-Zip70. In both cases, SPAR lost its spine localization in association with the immature spine phenotype. Consistent with the data reported by Pak et al. (2001), the overexpression of SPAR-GKBD, which is also a dominant-negative mutant of the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction, induced long-necked spines without affecting the localization of PSD-Zip70 in the small head of thin, long-necked spines. Together, our results indicate that the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction mediated by the short C-terminal region of PSD-Zip70 and the C-terminal half of SPAR-GKBD in spines is critical for mature spine formation and suggest that the localization of PSD-Zip70 in the spine, in which it acts as an anchoring protein for SPAR, is a prerequisite for the PSD-Zip70/SPAR-linked spine maturation. Pak et al. (2001) also showed the enlargement of spine heads by the overexpression of SPAR. In our present study, the overexpression of PSD-Zip70WT had no significant effect on spine morphology, including enlargement of the spine head. This inconsistency may be attributable to the presence of an excessively high level of PSD-Zip70 compared with the level of SPAR.

The dominant-negative strategy to prevent the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction and the knock-down strategy for PSD-Zip70 showed, however, significantly different phenotypes of spine morphology. Although the former strategy is targeted to the interacting sites of the two proteins, overexpression of PSD-Zip70C and its deletion mutants markedly induced thin spines and long filopodia, and neurons overexpressing SPAR-GKBD showed the formation of thin, long-necked spines. Using the PSD-Zip70 knock-down strategy, neurons showed thin spine formation. These inconsistencies may be attributable to interactions between PSD-Zip70 or SPAR and other proteins in addition to the PSD-Zip70 and SPAR interaction. Indeed, Pak et al. (2001) originally reported SPAR as a PSD-95-binding protein and its interaction with actin filaments Rap1 and Snk. Because the amounts of PSD-Zip70 and PSD-95 are believed to be much larger than that of SPAR, PSD-Zip70 may also interact with other proteins and be involved in additional functions in spine morphology. Additional study will be required to elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying PSD-Zip70-linked spine dynamics.
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